PARIKSHA PE CHARCHA 2022
‘Pariksha Pe Charcha 2022’- Pariksha ki Baat…. PM ke Saath was organized on 1 April
2022 at Talkatora Stadium, Delhi. The students, teachers and the staff members of K.R.
Mangalam World School, Vikaspuri viewed the live telecast of the event. The event garnered
viewership in great numbers. It was not only viewed by the school students and their parents
but also being watched with keen interest by the school’s teachers and staff members. This 5th
edition of PPC was commenced by Shri Dharmendra Pradhan, Hon'ble Education Minister.
He welcomed the students and teachers present virtually as well as over there at the stadium.
Thereafter, honourable Prime Minister of India, Shri Narendra Modi graced the event
emphasizing the need to make exams a joyful experience. The queries pertaining to the exam
stress and means to cope up with it were answered by our respectable Prime Minister himself.
He stressed on the necessity to identify one’s own potential and deliver the best one can. One
must be well known to the fact that exams are the stepping stones to gauge one’s calibre and
accept the fact that exams have always been intrinsic part of our life and we had already
appeared in it number of times. We must channelize our prior experience and ply it as our
strength. Questions concerning the New Education Policy, impetus behind its formulation
and implementation were discussed elaborately. He also guided the parents to acknowledge
that every child has his own excellence and the wings that enable him/her to soar higher
shouldn’t be clipped and curbed. The Prime Minister emphasized on the need to move ahead
with this fast pacing world with the use of the evolving technology. On the whole, this
session was an enriching and enlightening one for both leaners as well as the facilitators.

